
 Film 

 LCB Depot’s exhibition & events programme highlights work from a different creative practice every 
 month. In March 2022 the focus is on Film, photography and related industries. 

 Work is exhibited across the site and online from  March 7  th  -  24  5h  2022, Mon to Fri, 9am - 5pm 

 To find out more visit  https://www.lcbdepot.co.uk/event/film2022 

 #film @  lcbdepot 

 Transference: A Journal of Attachment 

 Hannah Sarah Day 

 Muti-Modal: I-phone screen, Silver Gelatin Print, Paper with Pins, Wall based and Sculptural 

 My practice is the documentation of fragmentary moments of experience. Experiences that resist 
 verbal representation; nuanced interactions that affect emotional internal actions that build 
 complicated patterns that define who we are and how we come to be. 

 Psychoanalyst Donald Winnicott proposed that the happiness of the human race depended 
 ultimately, not so much on external political issues, but on the way parents bring up their children. It 
 is here, where my practice analyses the complexities of the parent-child relationship and its 
 transference onto the development of the self and interpersonal relations. 

 Repeated motifs form a method of tracing a thread through an open narrative across a dislocated 
 assembly—an ongoing accumulation of fragmentary figurations built up through multi-modal visual, 
 audio, and literary artworks. These figurations form conceptual matter-scapes; constellations of 
 materialistic mappings that configure and reconfigure across time and space to tie, knot, pattern 

https://www.lcbdepot.co.uk/event/film2022
https://www.instagram.com/lcbdepot


 matters that matter. Film, photography, text, and installation compose autobiographical accounts as 
 the ‘literal’, the ‘metaphor’, the ‘self-portrait’ and the ‘narrative’. 

 Photographic Prints £325 

 Artist Bio 

 Emerging Artist awarded The Artists’ Benevolent Fund (ABF) at Loughborough University. A twelve 
 month contract supported by £10,000.00 funding to launch, sustain and develop their artistic career. 
 With access to a wide range of facilities and technical hubs; including studio spaces, supported 
 academic tutoring and technical, professional, business, and career development. In addition, the 
 fellows also receive a £250 materials budget, access to trips from the Fine Art Programme at 
 Loughborough University, plus a £300 international travel grant from ABF. 

 Instagram: @  hannahsarahday 

https://www.instagram.com/hannahsarahday/?hl=it

